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There are three major reasons why ideas associated with ubuntu are often deemed to
be an inappropriate basis for a public morality in today's South Africa. One is that
they are too vague; a second is that they fail to acknowledge the value of individual freedom; and a thir
traditional, small-scale culture more than a modern, industrial society. In this article, I provide a philos
ubuntu that is not vulnerable to these three objections. Specifically, I construct a moral theory grounde
world views, one that suggests a promising new conception of human dignity. According to this concep
beings have a dignity by virtue of their capacity for community, understood as the combination of iden
exhibiting solidarity with them, where human rights violations are egregious degradations of this capa
account of human rights violations straightforwardly entails and explains many different elements of S
Rights and naturally suggests certain ways of resolving contemporary moral dilemmas in South Africa a
land reform, political power and deadly force. If I am correct that this jurisprudential interpretation of u
a wide array of intuitive human rights and provides guidance to resolve present-day disputes about jus
worries about vagueness, collectivism and anachronism should not stop one from thinking that somet
'ubuntu' can ground a public morality.
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